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Abstract—Block based motion estimation is one of the critical task in video compression standards such
as MPEG-4, H.263, H.264. The key element of the block based motion estimation algorithms is the
matching criteria. SAD(Sum of Absolute Difference) is the most common matching criteria chosen in
video coding because of its low complexity, good performance and ease of hardware implementation. By
utilizing the concept of reversibility a novel compression array unit using reversible 4:2 compressor has
been proposed. Experimental results indicate that the proposed compression unit will impose
effectiveness on the SAD architecture in calculating the motion vectors with reasonable area overhead
and power penalty.
Keywords—Motion estimation, Sum of absolute difference, 4:2 Compressor, SAD architecture,
Reversible gates.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Motion estimation (ME) plays an important role in video coding and processing systems since motion vectors
are critical information for temporal redundancy reduction. It has been widely employed in the MPEG-4; H.263 and
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC block based video compression standards. Motion estimation is defined as searching the best
motion vector which is the displacement of the coordinate of the best similar block in previous frame for the block
in current frame.
Block-based matching method is the most widely used motion estimation method for video compression since
pictures are normally rectangular in shape and block-division can be easily done. Usually, standards bodies, e.g.
MPEG, define the standard block sizes for motion estimation. This can be 16 by 16, 8 by 8, etc, depending on the
target application of the video codec. The heavy computational cost of the block matching algorithms (BMA) can be
a significant problem in real time coding applications. It obtains the best match by minimizing a cost function.
Various matching criteria have been proposed and analyzed in the literatures, varying in complexity and efficiency.
In this section, the mean absolute difference (MAD), mean square error (MSE), sum of absolute difference (SAD)
and sum of absolute transformed difference (SATD) block matching criteria are explained[1].
Though MAD is simple and easy for implementation in hardware, unfortunately MAD tends to overemphasize
small differences, giving an inferior result to MSE. MSE is accurate but its complexity is high for both software and
hardware implementations. SATD, although it offers significant improvement in prediction quality, transform
hardware must be added within the motion estimation loop and hardware complexity is increased. On the other
hand, the latency and thus the performance of motion estimation will be degraded due to the added transform
hardware. This technique is applied to H.264/AVC when performing quarter pixel accuracy motion estimation. The
high accuracy is needed since it is the final stage of motion estimation.
SAD is the most common matching criteria chosen in video coding because of its low complexity, good
performance and ease of hardware implementation. The only difference between SAD and MAD is that SAD takes
the sum of all pixels while MAD measures the average pixel value. Since the block size is constant during
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subtraction, the average value per pixel is not important. A divide operation is saved and the overall computation is
simplified.
II.
SAD ARCHITECTURE
SAD is an extremely fast metric due to its simplicity; it is effectively the simplest possible metric that takes into
account every pixel in a block. Therefore it is very effective for a wide motion search of many different blocks. SAD
is also easily parallelizable since it analyzes each pixel separately, making it easily implementable. Consider the
block size of a motion picture be M×N, the location of the current block is (x, y) and the corresponding motion
vector (MV) is (i, j). Then the SAD for the current block is defined as
𝑀−1 𝑁−1

𝑆𝐴𝐷 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑖, 𝑗 =

𝐴(𝑥+𝑢,𝑦+𝑣) − 𝐵(𝑥+𝑖+𝑢,𝑦 +𝑗 +𝑣)
𝑢=0 𝑣=0

The SAD architecture can be divided into three stages: absolute differences calculation, absolute differences
accumulation, and minimum SAD determination. Unlike many hardware implementations based on complement
adders, Instead of using the area-consuming adders, the LiYufei’s [6] SAD architecture is implemented based on the
comparison of unsigned numbers. Comparing to the reference architectures, the Li Yufei’s architecture reduces the
area significantly at a cost of negligible latency. LiYufei has implemented the compression array unit using 4:2
compressor made of pass transistor multiplexer. In this paper an attempt to modify the compression array unit using
reversible gates has been made. The whole SAD architecture is shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1 SAD Architecture

A. Absolute Difference Calculation Unit
The Absolute difference unit calculates the absolute differences between each pixel in the current block and the
corresponding pixel in the block being compared. This unit implemented using comparators. In this paper the one
and two bit comparators are referred as comp-1 and comp-2. Figure 2 is the one bit comparator comp-1 and two bit
comparator comp-2 is shown in figure 3. Figure 4 is the whole absolute difference unit. The implementation using
comparators has a reasonable area compared to the architectures that uses adders.

Fig.2 COMP-1

The X and Y in [6] are implemented by X XOR GR and Y XOR LS signals respectively. The LS, GR and NTE
represent the less, greater and not equal signals. In the compression array unit, the compression array is used to
calculate the 16 groups of partial results composed of {a7, a6... a0}, {b7, b6…b0} and NTE.
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Fig. 3 COMP-2

Fig. 4 Absolute Difference Calculation Unit

B. B. Proposed Compression Array Unit
All of the information encoded in the input must be preserved at the output in computational tasks such as digital
signal processing, communication, computer graphics and cryptography. The loss of information is associated with
laws of physics requiring that one bit of information lost dissipates k T ln 2 of energy, where k is Boltzmann’s
constant and T is the temperature of the system. Interest in reversible computation arises from the desire to reduce
heat dissipation, thereby allowing higher densities and higher speed. Hence there are compelling reasons to consider
circuits composed of reversible gates and the synthesis of such networks.
Reversible circuits are circuits (gates) that have one to-one mapping between vectors of inputs and outputs; thus
the vector of input states can be always reconstructed from the vector of output states.
In this paper, a novel compression array unit has been designed using reversible 4:2 compressor from the DKGP
gates. It has been proved that the SAD architecture proposed is reasonable than its counterpart existing in literature,
in terms of power and area. This is the first attempt to design a compression array unit using a reversible 4:2
compressor as far as existing literature and our knowledge is concerned.
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Fig. 5 Reversible 4:2 Compressor designed from DKGP gates

The 4:2 compressor implemented using DKGP gates in [4] has been utilized to design the compression array unit.
The four input bits which are given as input to the 4:2 compressor are compressed to two bits. The delay of 4:2
compressor is 3 XOR gates in series. The reversible 4:2 compressor designed from two DKGP gates and its block
diagram are shown in Figure 5 and 6 respectively.

Fig. 6 Block diagram of Reversible 4:2 Compressor

The input of the compression array unit is composed of 16 groups of {a7,a6,a5,…,0}, {b7,b6,b5,…,0} and
3
recursive results SS, SC and SCO. Totally there are 35 groups of input. An AND operation is performed between an
int signal and the partial results to initialize the recursive values. The whole compression array unit is shown in
figure 8. The sixteen NTEs are compressed separately and the results are inserted into the compression tree. The
NTE compression and initialization are shown in figure 7. In the compression tree the partial results are segregated
as MSB and LSB and inserted into the tree correspondingly. The result of the compression array unit is carried over
to the minimum SAD determination unit.

Fig. 7 AND array initialization
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For simplicity the sum, carry and carry out are only shown in the figure, the other outputs are not shown in the
figure 7 and 8.

Fig. 7 NTE compression

Fig. 8 Reversible Compression array unit

C. Minimum Sad Determination Unit
The minimum SAD determination unit is composed of a 16-bit carry look ahead adder, 16 bit comparator and a
multiplexer. The 16 bit comparator is composed of one and two bit less compressor. In this paper one and two bit
less compressor are represented as cmpsr-1 and cmpsr-2. It is shown is figure 9 and 10 respectively.
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Fig. 9 Cmpsr-1

The cmpsr-2 is composed of half compressor (HC) and an AND gate. The comparator operates in parallel. The 16
bit comparator and the whole minimum SAD unit are shown in figure 11 and 12 respectively.

Fig. 10 Cmpsr-2

The area cost is reduced significantly due to the area optimization. LS signal denotes that the candidate SAD is
less than the current SAD. If LS equals 1 the current SAD is replaced by the candidate.

Fig. 11 16 bit comparator
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Fig.12 Minimum SAD determination unit

III.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed compression array unit using reversible 4:2 compressor is simulated using Xilinx ISE simulator and
the area and power are calculated using Design Vision. The RTL schematic view of the proposed compression array
unit is shown is figure 15. The output of the absolute difference unit and the recursive results are given as input to
the compression array unit and area and power are calculated. The design vision reported the area and power as
7398 units and 5.1mW. The Area and power reports of the proposed compression array unit are shown in the figure
13 and 14.

Fig. 13 Area report
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Fig. 14 Power report

Fig. 15 RTL Schematic of proposed Compression Array unit

IV.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the SAD architecture used to in estimation of motion vectors in the block based video
compression standards. By utilizing the concept of reversibility a novel compression array unit using reversible 4:2
compressor has been proposed. Experimental results indicate that the proposed compression unit will impose
effectiveness on the SAD architecture in calculating the motion vectors with reasonable area overhead and power
penalty.
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